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The Kingston Frontenacs are determined to 
provide our fans with the best sports and 
entertainment in the area. Our goal is to 
strengthen our community, while developing 
premier athletes into exceptional people on 
and off the ice.

OUR MISSION



About us
The Kingston Frontenacs are a junior ice hockey 
team in the Ontario Hockey League, based in 
Kingston, Ontario, Canada. The Frontenacs play 
home games at the Leon’s Centre, which is 
located at 1 The Tragically Hip Way, Kingston, ON.

The franchise was founded in 1973–74, then 
known as the Kingston Canadians. The team was 
renamed the Kingston Frontenacs in 1989.



THE CHL AUDIENCE



Attitudes Towards Sponsorship



CORPORATE OPPORTUNITIES

Your brand presents our  
scoreboard!  Have your logo  
shown on all four corners and top 
and bottom rings of the  
scoreboard which hangs  
prominently over centre ice.   
This allows fans to view your ad 
from all four sides at various times 
throughout the game.

SCORE CLOCK, SHOT 
CLOCK, & VIDEO BOARD

A custom Zamboni graphic wrap featuring  
a corporate logo and messaging looks 
sharp out there on the ice. Zamboni wraps 
provide sponsors with quality ice time  
exposure.

Zamboni Wrap



Put your brand right behind the players and in front of 
the cameras. Highly visible and highly-focused areas 
for fan and media coverage.  See your company logo 
in the middle of the action!  

Team Bench Glass Wraps

While a player is serving 2 minutes 
or less for an infraction, your brand 
will be front and centre.Highly visible 
and highly-focused areas for fan and 
media coverage.  See your company 
logo in the middle of the action! 

PENALTY BOX GLASS WRAP
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- In-ice logos feature brand  
images within the playing  
surface. With all the hard-hitting, 
fast paced Kingston Frontenacs 
action, in-ice logos are premier 
areas to advertise providing high 
exposure from spectators,  
television broadcast and media 
coverage. 

- The Ice is resurfaced each week 
to ensure your logo has maximum 
clarity throughout the season.

IN-ICE LOGOS

Ice level above and behind the ice level 
seating, highly visible to fans in seats and 
suites, providing exposure that is captured 
by television broadcast and media  
photography.

ICE LEVEL BANNER
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- A 10’ x 2.5’ rinkboard is in view at all Kingston 
Frontenacs home games and many other events 
at the Leon’s Centre. 
 
- A Camera Visible rinkboard is seen by most of 
the fans in the building and is visible to the 
 broadcast cameras.  A Club Section Visible  
rinkboard is seen from three of the four sides of 
the rink, including all premium club seat holders, 
and the Club Lounge.

RINK BOARDS



Your Brand In Lights 

- Located inside the bowl at 
Leon’s Centre, your branding will 
be lit up during the entire event.  

- These signs are visible for all 
Kingston Frontenacs home games 
and most events at Leon’s Centre, 
giving your brand maximum  
exposure all year long.

MID-TIER BACKLIT SIGN

- Become a destination within the Leon’s 
Centre with your logo and message  
displayed at the top of one of the sections 
at every home game.  

- Fans will associate their seats with your 
section or use it as a meeting point when 
connecting with colleagues, friends or  
family. 

SECTION BANNERS



- These smaller backlit signs are visible at every  
entrance/exit at the lower bowl. 

- Vomitory backlit signs are visible for every  
Kingston Frontenacs home game and most events  
at the Leon’s Centre.

Vomitory Backlit Signage

- A highly visible property located 
on stair risers around the arena.

- Guide fans to their seats with 
your corporate logo taking them 
every step of the way

staircase Wraps
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Ice level above and behind the 
ice level seating, highly visible to 
fans in seats and suites, providing 
exposure that is captured by  
television broadcast and media 
photography. 

GLASS WRAPs

Your company logo and messaging will be 
in front of a captive audience for at least 
10 seconds while they wait for their ride on 
one of our several self-operated elevators 
between the first, second, third, and fourth 
floors.   Provides exposure for all events at 
the Leon’s Centre 365 days a year. 

ELEVATOR WRAPs
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Be the first and last thing fans see as they 
enter and exit the Leon’s Centre, with your 
corporate logo prominently displayed on 
the walls at one of the four gates.  Provides 
exposure for all events at the Leon’s Centre 
365 days a year. 

GATE INSIDE DOORS



Washroom Mirrors
Place your brand in front of guests when they attend the 
washrooms at all events. 

Concourse Backlit Posters
Showcase your brand in the heart of the venue. The  
concourse backlit posters are located throughout the 
venue. 

Column / Pillar Wrap
A great location to display your brand. These  
advertising locations can be seen throughout the venue. 

Shotclock
The shotclock is a staple of hockey and a perfect spot 
to put your brand.

Vomitory Glass Wrap
These signs are visible throughout the arena bowl. They 
are a great way to target fans while they are in their 
seats or heading out to the concourse.

Garbage Bin Wraps
Wrap all of the garbage bins throughout the entire venue 
giving your brand tons of exposure.

Gate Sponsor
Become a gate sponsor and place your brand at one of 
the busiest locations in the venue.

Group Suite
Your brand can become the main sponsor of our group 
suites, giving your company fantastic exposure to our 
premium clients.

Media Suite Sponsor
As the Media Suite sponsor, your brand will be placed 
in the 400 level at centre ice. This is a premium location 
within the venue.

Gate 4 Wall
As soon as guests enter our most popular gate in the 
arena, they will see your brand.

Club Lounge Sponsor
Place your brand where our premium clients enjoy every 
event at the Leon’s Centre. 

Suite Level Sponsor
Become the sponsor of our entire suite level. Be the 
main brand our premium clients see as they attend all 
events at the Leon’s Centre. 

Box Office Sponsor
Lights, camera, action, your brand could be the official 
sponsor of the Leon’s Centre Box Office! 
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